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Collaborating for the SDGs
TOGETHER WE CAN!

Find out more at bit.ly/CoLab2020
WHAT IS THE GLOBAL SOLVERS CO-LAB?

Launched in 2018, the Global Solvers Co-Lab convenes emerging leaders from across sectors and geographies to connect, collaborate, and co-create meaningful solutions to advance the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

- Work with change-makers from diverse backgrounds
- Converge contemporary practices with research
- Share know-how and skills with global practitioners
- Engage in a transformational SDG Bootcamp
  ...and more

Join 20 young SDG practitioners with special affiliations to
- Climate Action
- Gender Equality
- Good Health and Well-being
in connecting hearts, hands and minds to advance sustainable development!

bit.ly/CoLab2020

Stay posted through our Social Media with #CoLab2020
Partner with us at the Co-Lab 2020 to unpack global issues and work together on approaches to tackle them.

As a partner, you can

- Showcase your Organization
- Bring your know-how and expertise to the Co-Lab
- Invite passionate Global Solvers into your network
- Become a Sponsor and help deserving applicants participate in the event
- Help spread the word and join the cause
  ... and more!

Join us to push the needle towards Sustainable Development together!

Connect with us for more!

global-solvers@meltonfoundation.org

Stay posted through our Social Media with #CoLab2020